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Welcome

👏🏻 Congratulations!

👩🏻💻 Mihaela Alsamadi - HR Manager with 13 years of experience

✅ Professional recruiter and recent candidate

📚 Passionate about learning and teaching others 

📝 Today's topic: golden rules for resume writing 



What is a resume

 The first impression in the application process

 The gateway into interviewing

 Evidence on how seriously you take yourself and the potential job

 The answer to the question: why should we hire you?
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Resume vs CV

Source: sweetcv.com
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Europass CV?



Resume golden rules – Format

 Best format .pdf  

 Avoid .word .txt .jpg .png

 Avoid standard templates (LinkedIn, BestJobs, eJobs, Europass)

 Get an editable template and customize it

 First name_Last name _CV.pdf

 Use one professional font

 Font size – 12 for content and 14-16 for headings 
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Resume golden rules – Content

 Ideally 2 pages 

 Avoid long, cramped, misaligned text

 Use Bold and Italic to emphasize important ideas

 Use paragraphs, bullet points, spacing  

 No pictures, tables, charts or other visuals

 English language

 Choose the best sections order
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Resume sections



Picture in resume?



All names in 
resume?



Resume golden rules – Contact details

 No photo

 One first name & one family name

 One phone number, one email address

 Professional email address 

 Customised LinkedIn URL

 No detailed address, just city – country 

 No personal info (married, children, age, religion)

 No current salary or salary expectations 
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Contact details - Faux pas

 gicutzu@gmail.com   larisa86@abc.com HRguru@email.com name@workemail.com 

 Adresa: Strada București, nr. 76, bloc D4, scara C, etaj 8, ap. 166, sector 3, București, cod poștal 123456 

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/374a27xs5643/

 Married with 2 children

 Don't contact me for jobs less than 100k 



Customize your LinkedIn profile URL

 Click on your profile picture or the "Me" icon in the top navigation bar

 Select "View profile" from the dropdown menu

 On the right side of your profile, under your profile picture and headline, 

click on the "Edit public profile & URL" button

 On the right side of the screen, under "Edit URL" click on the pencil icon

 Enter a unique and professional URL that includes your name or relevant 

keywords

 Click "Save" to finalize your customized URL



Resume golden rules – Profile Summary

 Most important section and the most challenging

 Directly under contact details 

 Keep it short: 4 or 5 lines

 Optimise: use keywords 

 Write the summary last

 Not a career objective 
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Profile Summary – guiding questions 

 What is my professional identity? 

 What specific results have I achieved?

 What are my key skills and strengths? 

 What industry keywords do I need to use?

 What are my career goals and aspirations?

 What unique value do I bring to the table?

 Why would a recruiter want to keep reading my resume?

 What problems can I solve? How can I help a potential employer?

 What professional attributes will help me stand out from other candidates?

 What are my key achievements and experiences that make me a strong candidate?



Resume golden rules – Work Experience

 The biggest resume section

 Tailored to the job description

 Use reverse chronological order

 Focus on last 3 jobs / last 5 years

 Insert relevant keywords, avoid buzzwords

 Eliminate old, irrelevant working experiences 



Resume golden rules – Work Experience

 Be concise 

 Use bullets points

 Focus on achievements 

 Highlight relevant responsabilities

 Use the same structure for each job

 Begin each bullet point with a strong action verb 

 Avoid: exact dates, too many details about the company, 

listing daily tasks
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How to write about achievements

 Demonstrate how you added value in previous roles

 What you did + how you did it + what was the outcome

 Don't just say you achieved something; show the impact 

 Quantify achievements. Numbers speak volumes.

 Use the CAR method (Challenge – Actions – Results)

 Choose achievements relevant for the position
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Resume golden rules – Skills

 Separate section, use bullet points or spacing

 Relevant skills tailored to the job description

 Industry-specific keywords, not clichés

 Combine technical and transferable skills

 Around 10-15 skills, don’t clutter

 Certifications can be included

 Avoid generic skills (language, PC skills, driving licence)

 Don't rank skills  
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Skills ranking

 Avoid self-evaluation of skills

 Use only for languages

 Proficient – intermediate – beginner 



Buzzword or Keyword?

Passionate

Motivated

Enthusiastic

Experienced 

Creative

Detail-oriented

Team player



Give context

 Cliché: Effective team player.
Improved: Collaborated with cross-functional teams to streamline project timelines, resulting in a 15% increase in efficiency.

 Cliché: Innovative thinker.
Improved: Introduced innovative strategies that led to a 20% improvement in customer engagement.

 Cliché: Results-driven professional.
Improved: Achieved a 25% increase in sales through strategic marketing campaigns, surpassing quarterly targets.

 Cliché: Proactive problem solver.
Improved: Proactively identified and resolved operational bottlenecks, leading to a 30% improvement in process efficiency.

 Cliché: Excellent communicator.
Improved: Demonstrated effective communication by facilitating weekly team meetings, resulting in a 15% reduction in project delays.

 Cliché: Detail-oriented.
Improved: Maintained a detail-oriented approach, continually refining processes to minimize errors and enhance overall accuracy.



Turn buzzwords into power words 

 Give them meaning, put them into context

 Give examples, with quantifiable results

 Mirror the job posting (ATS friendly resume)

 Use cloud word generator or AI apps to find out the keywords

 Don’t overuse them

 Avoid high specific terminology, jargon, unknown abbreviations

 Insert them into all resume sections



Resume golden rules – Education

 At the end of the resume for experienced candidates

 At the beginning for entry level and career changing candidates

 Mention Bachelor Degree and above (no high school)

 Don’t put school transcript or grades 

 Don’t combine with certifications, awards 

 Keep it short (name of university – type of degree – year)

 Detail only for job required education / certification
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Resume golden rules – Others 

 Optional section

 Add only job related hobbies

 Add awards or personal projects

 Mention skills that are complementary to the job

 Don’t add references (use LinkedIn)



Increase your resume chances 

 Ideally, apply as soon as the job is posted

 ATS friendly resume 

 Get a friend to refer you to the job

 Be an active user of LinkedIn 

 Message the job poster on LinkedIn 

 Grow your professional network 

 Use recruiting agencies and head-hunters 
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No wind is favourable for a ship 
without destination

Most powerful resources 

 Know yourself (self-awareness)

 Be mindful and intentional

 Set clear career goals / destination
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Bonus tip: book recommendation

Smart skills, not soft skills

 Emotional Maturity
 Managing Up
 Validation
 Adaptability
 Productive Inclusion
 Followership
 Multiple Perspectives
 Humility
 Listening
 Cognitive Readiness



Final thoughts

 Your resume should be easy to read and accessible

 Be clear, concise and relevant

 Keep a professional tone while also showcasing some of your personality

 Tailor your resume to the job posting 

 Proof-read, don't let any misspelling get by

Rejection is not a reflection on you as a person  



Thank you!
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